The herb medicine formula "Yang Wei Kang Liu" improves the survival of late stage gastric cancer patients and induces the apoptosis of human gastric cancer cell line through Fas/Fas ligand and Bax/Bcl-2 pathways.
The herb medicine formula "Yang Wei Kang Liu" (YWKLF) has been used to inhibit the metastasis of human gastric cancer to prolong patient survival. In this study, we evaluated the effect of combination of chemotherapy with YWKLF on the survival of stage IV gastric cancer patients and the potential mechanisms of YWKLF by focusing on its capacity to activate apoptotic pathways in human gastric cancer cell line MGC-803. We found that combination of chemotherapy with oral administration of YWKLF significantly increased the survival of stage IV gastric cancer patients. In an approach of "serum pharmacology" in which sera were collected from rabbits orally administered with YWKLF and examined for their anti-tumor cell activity in vitro, we observed that sera from rabbits administered with YWKLF induced the apoptosis of MGC-803 cells by causing the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential, increasing the expression of Fas protein and Bax mRNA, as well as down-regulating Fas-L mRNA. Our results suggest that activation of major pro-apoptotic pathways may account for the anti-gastric cancer activity of YWKLF, which may provide a basis for isolation and identification of more highly effective anti-cancer components.